.
A bound on the number of compact sets in a topological space is given by D.K. Burke and R. Hodel [7] : for every 3\-space X , we have
\K(X)\ ±
Here, \K(X)\ = \{C : C is a compact subset of X }\ ; e(X) = sup{|0| : D is a closed discrete subspace of X) + OJ ; and psw{X) = minik : there exists some separating open cover U of X with ord(a;,U) <k for all X e X). (The cover U of X is separating if n{£/ U : x U) = {x} for all x e X , and ord(x,U) = \{UeU-.xeU}\ . ) For this and related results, see the survey paper Hodel [4] . We generalize this result in this paper.
First, we give a definition as follows:
DEFINITION. For every topological space X , the *Lindelof number of and A' n A" = 0 when a > 6 e A 1 .
The main theorem in this paper is as follows:
THEOREM. For every T -space X , we have
Proof. The first step is to show that for x e T we have
Let L*(X) -psw{X) = X , then psw(X) < \ and L*(X) < \ . Thus there
is an open cover U of X such that n{UeU : xeU} = {x} and ord(x,U) ^ X for all x e X . We first construct the sets A = A' u A" such that 
REMARK. The definition of L*(X) was first introduced by
Dai MuMing [5] , and an independent proof of the result JZj S 2 " is given in [5] . But our argument is simpler than the original argument. 
COROLLARY 2. For every
T^space X , we have
